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1 Introdution

With the advent of broadband wireless servies in the not too distant future, information dissemination

through storage and distribution of multimedia streams to wireless mobile devies through the Internet

will be a signi�ant omponent of the Internet traÆ. The advantages of bringing high quality multimedia

streams to a mobile lient annot be over emphasized. This opens up new opportunities in diverse

appliations suh as distane learning, entertainment, information gathering, and surveillane. In distane

learning appliations, a ommuter on a train an utilize the ommuting time for virtual attendane in a

lass leture o�ered by a renowned professor at a remote university. In entertainment appliation, using

video{enabled devies suh as ell phones and PDAs, parents would be able to entertain their hildren

with video programs during a long ar ride.

It may be noted that in all these appliations it is information that is being delivered through the

audiovisual medium, i.e., through ontinuous media objets (multimedia streams). This paper introdues

a notion of quality of information and uses it for eÆient delivery of multimedia streams in a mobile

wireless environment. Our notion of quality of information has three omponents:

� Quality of ontent

� Quality of audio and visuals delivered to the lient

� Curreny of information

As the quality of ontent is deided by the ontent provider and is beyond our ontrol, we fous our

attention on the other two aspets of information quality. Considerable researh e�orts are under way

for the last few years to address the issue of quality of audio and visuals delivered to the lient. In the

omputer network literature this is referred to as the quality of servie issue. Traditionally, quality of

servie is evaluated by network parameters suh as delay, jitter, bandwidth, paket drop probability et.

Our notion of quality of information not only onsiders the quality of video delivered to the lient, but

also the urreny of information delivered through the video. If a lient is trying to gather information

from the web regarding some event, if he/she is provided with the most reent information regarding that

event, it may be regarded as information of the highest quality. If we onsider a senario with one origin

server and two proxy servers, where a �le in the origin server is last updated at 11:00 am, the last update

at the �rst proxy is at 10:30 am and the last update at the seond proxy is at 10:00 am. If a query is

made at 11:15 am, and if the response is provided from the origin server then the information quality of

the response is highest. If it is provided from the �rst proxy, then the information quality is intermediate

and if it is provided from the seond proxy then the information quality is lowest.

It might appear that everyone would like to reeive the highest quality response to their queries.

However, we demonstrate in our disussion in later setions that there exists a lear bene�t in introduing

the notion of information of varying quality in the storage and distribution of multimedia streams, as it

o�ers an opportunity for a trade{o� between the ost of information retrieval and the quality of retrieved

information. The bene�ts beome even more apparent in a mobile wireless environment where, even

when broadband wireless beomes a reality, bandwidth most likely will ontinue to be at a premium in

omparison with its wired ounterpart.
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2 Related Work

The notion of information quality based distribution attempts to ombine the ahe performane issues

with ahe onsisteny issues. Although onsiderable work has appeared in the literature addressing

ahe performane issues (e.g., design of eÆient replaement algorithms, prefething of web pages et.)

and ahe onsisteny issues, e�orts where these two issues are onsidered simultaneously have reeived

very little attention [10℄.

2.1 Cahe Performane

The WebExpress projet at IBM is the one of the few e�orts where ahe performane and ahe on-

sisteny issues have been onsidered simultaneously. It was noted in [10℄ that their partiular design

deision resulted in high ahe hit ratios, implying higher performane, while presenting a ahe oher-

ene problem. The notion of information quality being introdued here explores this issue in detail to

�nd out the trade{o�s between performane and onsisteny.

The salability issue in web ahing is addressed in [22℄. They introdue a notion of transluent ahing

as an alternate to transparent ahing for the salability. Prefething as a performane improvement

tehnique has been reported in [8, 12, 15℄. There have been signi�ant amount of work on the design of

eÆient ahe replaement poliies for performane improvement. The fators that are taken into aount

for the design of an eÆient ahe replaement poliy inlude,

� Reeny of referene: The reeny of referene indiates how reently the web objet was requested.

The least reently used (LRU) replaement algorithm uses the reeny of referene as the sole riteria

for deiding on the web objet (page) to be evited from the ahe.

� Frequeny of referene: The frequeny of referene indiates how frequently the web objet was

requested. This measure separates the \popular" web objets from the \unpopular" ones. The least

frequently used (LFU) replaement algorithm uses the frequeny of referene as the sole riteria for

deiding on the web objet (page) to be evited from the ahe.

� Objet size: Reent studies have shown that the size of a large number of web objets is fairly small.

The size of the median objet was found to be around 4KB in one of the web proxy workloads studied

in [1℄. This observation is likely to hange drastially with an inreased presene of a large number

of audio and video objets on the web [25℄.

The poliies where some or all of these three fators have been taken into aount inlude:

� Least Reently Used (LRU) replaes the least reently requested web objet.

� Least Reently Used/k (LRU/k) [23℄ replaes the web objet whose k{th most reent request is least

reent.

� 2Q ahe management tehnique (2Q) [14℄ low overhead tehnique that simulates the LRU/k

� Least Frequently Used (LFU) replaes the least frequently requested web objet.

� Size [34℄ replaes the largest size doument in the ahe.

� Lowest Relative Value (LRV) [30℄ omputes the utility value of a web objet in ahe and then

replaes the one with the smallest utility value.

� Lowest Lateny First [35℄ is designed to minimize the average lateny and as suh removes the

doument with the lowest download lateny.

� Greedy Dual (GD) [36℄ is designed to handle uniform size, variable ost ahe objets.

� Greedy Dual Size (GDS) [3℄ an extension of the GD to handle variable size web objets.
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� Greedy Dual Size Frequeny (GDSF) [5℄ an extension of the (GDS) that takes into aount the

popularity of the web objets, measured in terms of frequeny of request in reent past.

In [5℄ the author laims that GDSF improves on the GDS, regarded as the \urrent hampion", of the

various ahe replaement algorithms. In spite of various laims of performane improvement by these

algorithms, arguably the simplest one, LRU, ontinues to be the most popular replaement algorithm in

use. The omputational omplexity of LRU is O(1). The more sophistiated algorithms, suh as LRU/k,

GDS and GDSF all maintain a priority queue of the objets in the ahe to determine the next objet

to be removed from the ahe. Beause of the priority queue, the omputational omplexity of all suh

algorithms is O(log N), where N is the number of web objets in the ahe.

2.2 Cahe Consisteny

Cahe onsisteny issues in the WWW have been onsidered in [4, 7, 6℄. In this proposal we are primarily

interested in issues related to ahing in a mobile environment. All the works whih address ahing of

loation{dependent data in mobile lients use data broadasting. Based on the data request pattern on

the on{demand hannel the loal server periodially selets and broadasts some of the most frequently

requested data items on the broadast hannel.

There are several works based on the idea of periodially broadasting invalidation reports by Barbara

and Imielinski [2℄. Jing et. al.[13℄ have proposed a sheme to adjust the size of the invalidation report

to optimize the use of wireless bandwidth while retaining the e�etiveness of ahe invalidation. Liu and

Maguire [17℄ have proposed a two{level ahing sheme based on mobility agents whih take into aount

the mobility pattern of the user to restrit the broadasting of the reports in the neighborhood of user's

urrent loation. Hu and Lee [11℄ have proposed broadasting invalidation report methods whih takes

into aount the update and query rates/patterns and lient disonnetion time to optimize the uplink

query ost. The shemes based on broadasting invalidation reports have following harateristis:

1. They assume a stateless server and do not address the issue of mobility (exept the work by Liu

and Maguire [17℄).

2. The entire ahe is invalid if the lient is disonneted for a period larger than the period of the

broadast.

3. Salability is questionable for large databases.

Coda �le system provides support for disonneted operations on shared �les in UNIX{like environ-

ment. The goal is to support �le operations even while the user is disonneted from the network. Balane

between speed of validating ahe (after a disonnetion) and auray of invalidations is ahieved by

maintaining version timestamps on volumes (a subtree in the �le system hierarhy). Server repliation

is used to improve availability of �les. This sheme has been spei�ally designed to support distributed

�le systems.

2.3 Cahing of Video Objets

There are only few studies on distributing video objets through ahes, all of whih are omplementary

to the researh proposed here. Rejaie et al. propose a proxy ahing mehanism [27℄ in onjuntion with a

ongestion ontrol mehanism [26℄ for the streaming of layered{enoded video to wired lients. A related

idea is explored by Wang et al. in their study on video staging [33℄. With video staging the part of the

VBR video stream, that exeeds a ertain ut{o� rate (i.e., the bursts of a VBR stream) is ahed at

the proxy while the lower (now smoother) part of the video stream is stored at the origin server. Sen et

al. [31℄ propose to ahe a pre�x (i.e., the initial frames) of video streams at the proxy and to employ

work{ahead smoothing while streaming the objet from the proxy to the lient. Similar ideas are explored

by Ma and Du [20℄ and Rexford et al. [28℄ where the proxy ahe is used as staging spae that enables

the delivery of smoothed video over the loal aess network (from the proxy to the lients). Rexford
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and Towsley [29℄ extend this idea to smoothing video in a multi{hop delivery senario; they stage the

stream at several intermediate gateways along the origin server to lient path. Miao and Ortega [21℄

propose to ahe some video frames depending on the network ongestion with the goal to maximize

the video quality. In [19℄ Ma and Du study related ideas, where ertain segments (hunks) of the video

streams are ahed. Tewari et al. [32℄ propose a Resoure Based Cahing (RBC) sheme for video objets

enoded into one CBR layer. They onsider ahing ertain segments (runs) of the video stream and

model the ahe as a two resoure (storage spae and bandwidth) onstrained (deterministi) knapsak.

In a related work, Ma and Du [18℄ formulate a family of segment ahing poliies as a (deterministi)

knapsak problem and propose heuristis to solve it. In our proposed researh we shall take advantage

of the valuable insights provided on the ahing of video layers (and ertain segments or runs of these

layers) by these related works.

3 Information Quality Based Cahing

The objetive of this paper is to develop shemes for delivering high quality multimedia streams to

Internet{enabled mobile lients. We fous on providing ontinuous media servie with video that is

enoded with an objet{based approah, suh as MPEG{4. We propose to develop and evaluate strategies

for distributing ontinuous media through a distribution infrastruture to wireless mobile lients. Our

researh plaes partiular emphasis on developing integrated distribution strategies, that is, distribution

strategies that enompass resoure management, ahe management, and onsisteny management. In

partiular, we will address the following researh questions:

� How to eÆiently distribute objet{based media, suh as MPEG{4 enoded video from servers

(inluding web servers) to mobile end users?

� How to haraterize the trade{o� between the quality of information delivered (i.e., quality of

ontent, quality of audio and visuals, and urreny of ontent) and the distribution infrastruture

and resoures?

� How to intelligently trade o� the wired infrastruture resoures utilized with the quality of the

ontent/video and urreny to deliver multimedia streams to mobile lients in a mobility{aware

manner?

Towards this goal, this paper introdues the notion of quality of information and uses it for the eÆient

delivery of multimedia streams in a mobile wireless environment. Our notion of quality of information

has three omponents: 1) Quality of ontent, 2) Quality of audio and visuals delivered to the lient, and

3) Curreny of information. As the quality of ontent is deided by the ontent provider and is beyond

our ontrol, we fous our attention on the other two aspets of information quality. Traditionally, quality

of servie is evaluated by network parameters suh as delay, jitter, bandwidth, paket drop probability et.

Our notion of quality of information not only onsiders the quality of the video delivered to the lient, but

also the urreny of information delivered through the video. We further propose an integrated sheme

for distributing objet{based ontinuous media in mobile environments whih:

� Integrates on{the{y ahe updates into the resoure management analysis.

� Integrates onsisteny management into the resoure management analysis.

� Extends resoure management analysis to hierarhy of ahes onsisting of wired proxy ahe and

ahe in wireless mobile lient.

� Exploits the knowledge of the mobility pattern of mobile lients and the objet{based plus layer{

based enoding of the multimedia stream to make the distribution sheme mobility{aware.
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We evaluate our multimedia distribution sheme through analysis and simulation. We employ a

number of analytial modeling tehniques (e.g., stohasti knapsak modeling) and will extend a prelim-

inary ahe simulator pakage, whih was developed by Dr. Reisslein's group at GMD FOKUS, Berlin,

Germany.

4 Distribution Arhiteture for Continuous Media Streams in

Mobile Environments

Figure 1 illustrates our basi arhiteture for distributing ontinuous media to wireless mobile lients.

Mobile
Hosts

BS

Proxy server

MSS: Mobile Switching Station
BS: Base Station

LAN/WAN/Internet/ATM etc.Wireline
Network

Access
Network

MSS

Origin Servers

Figure 1: Arhiteture for distributing ontinuous media streams to wireless mobile lients.

We onsider a network onsisting of a wireline bakbone and multiple wireless ells (as the last hop).

All available ontinuous media are stored on the origin servers. The ontinuous media streams available

on the origin servers are prereorded audio and video streams, suh as CD{quality lips, short video lips

(e.g., news lips, trailers or musi videos) or full length movies or on{line letures. Popular ontent is

ahed in proxies at the Mobile Swithing Stations (MSS). (Proxy ahes ould also be loated at the

individual base stations, however, to �x ideas we assume for now that proxies are only loated at the

mobile swithing stations. We shall address the issues and trade{o�s of proxy plaement in our proposed

researh.) Eah lient maintains a loal ahe of ontent whih is frequently aessed. Before answering

any queries from the appliation the lient heks if the requested video is ahed at the desired level

of quality and freshness. If the ahed video does not meet the requested quality and freshness, the

lient direts its streaming request to the appropriate proxy server. If the requested video (quality and

freshness) is not ahed in the proxy, it is streamed from the origin server over the wide area network to

the proxy. The proxy forwards the stream to the lient.

For our analysis we model objet{based video with multiple quality layers, i.e., a basi quality layer

and several quality enhanement layers. We make the natural assumption that a partiular quality

enhanement layer an only be deoded if all lower quality layers are available. Therefore a quality

enhanement layer is useless for the lient if the orresponding lower quality layers are not available.

Suppose that there are M videos. As a �rst approximation we assume that the video quality layers

are onstant bit rate. Let r

l

(m) denote the rate (in bit/se) of quality layer l; l = 1; : : : ; L, of video

m; m = 1; : : : ;M . We de�ne a j{quality stream as a stream onsisting of quality layers 1; 2; : : : ; j. Let

T (m); m = 1; : : : ;M , denote the length (in seonds) of video m. We model the bandwidth available for

streaming ontinuous media from the origin servers to eah proxy as a bottlenek link of �xed apaity

C

p

. Eah proxy is onneted to the base station via a loal aess network, whih we assume provides

abundant bandwidth. We model eah proxy as having a storage apaity of G

p

(bytes).
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5 Distribution of Objet{based Continuous Media

The fous of the researh is on video that has been enoded using objet{based enodings tehniques,

suh as MPEG{4 [16, 24, 9℄. MPEG{4 is the enoding standard expeted to dominate in future wireline

and wireless environments as it provides very eÆient video oding overing the range from the very

low bit rates of wireless ommuniation to bit rates and quality levels beyond high de�nition television

(HDTV). In ontrast to the "frame{based" video oding of MPEG{1 and H.263, MPEG{4 is objet based.

In objet{based enoding eah sene is omposed of Video Objets that are oded individually. These

objets may be obtained by applying objet segmentation tehniques [37℄ to a given (unenoded) video

stream. Alternatively, the onept of video objets may be integrated into the video generation proess,

that is, the distint objets of a sene are aptured and enoded individually. Consider, for instane,

the piture{in{piture format typially used in video taped letures for distane learning programs, suh

as National Tehnologial University (NTU) letures. In NTU videos the slides or the leturer's writing

pad typially oupy a large retangular area in the enter of the video sene, while the head shot of

the leturer is shown in a small retangular area in the upper right orner. (Should the head shot be

unavailable, then this area is �lled with the bakground olor.) A simple objet{based enoding sheme

ould enode the leturer's writing pad and the leturer's head shot as distint objets. Eah video objet

is typially enoded into several salability layers (i.e., base and enhanement layers) whih are referred

to as video objet layers in MPEG{4 terminology. Note that if sene segmentation into multiple objets

is not available, then the entire sene is enoded into one video objet (similar to MPEG{1 and MPEG{2

enoding). The single video objet representing the entire sene may be enoded into several video objet

layers (similar to MPEG{2's salability layers).

We investigate integrated strategies for distributing objet{based enoded ontinuous media. Our

preliminary work on resoure management, ahe management, and onsisteny management forms the

basis for the proposed researh. We note that there are many distribution solutions possible, where some

video objets of a stream are ahed in proxies, while the other video objets are streamed. Moreover,

some video objet layers of a video objet may be ahed while the other video objet layers are streamed

upon request. We propose to extend and integrate the resoure management, ahe management, and

onsisteny management shemes to aommodate distint video objets of a given video stream. To

fully exploit the new degree of freedom that objet{based enodings provide, we need to take the objets'

"relevane" for the video stream into onsideration. Clearly, in the NTU leture example, the objet

representing the leturer's writing pad is more relevant than the leturer's head shot; the head shot

ould be omitted (to save networking resoures) without dramatially reduing the viewing quality of the

leture video.

5.1 Information Quality based Distribution

In this setion we introdue the notion of an Information Quality based distribution sheme. In our

model the mobile lients are gathering information through multimedia streams, i.e., through ontinuous

media objets. In our model the quality of information depends on the following three fators.

� Quality of Information

{ Quality of ontent

{ Quality of multimedia streams

{ Curreny of information

Among these three fators, the quality of ontent is deided by the ontent provider and is beyond our

ontrol. Aordingly, we fous our attention on the other two aspets of information quality. More

spei�ally, we address the issues related to eÆient distribution of information of varying quality in a

mobile environment.

The transmission of multimedia objets must satisfy a set of quality of servie requirements. These

requirements typially onsist of lower bounds for bandwidth and upper bounds for delay, jitter, and
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paket loss. We would like to extend this notion of quality of servie to inlude the quality of information

being delivered. In the ontext of ontent delivery on the Internet, one important parameter in evaluating

the quality of information, is the reeny of information. If a lient is trying gather some information

from the web regarding some event, if he/she is provided with the most reent information regarding that

event, it may be onsidered to be information of the highest quality. In our model the assumption is that

every video lip has a origin server, di�erent version of the lip (of varying information quality), is stored

in several di�erent proxies sattered over the network. If we onsider a senario with one origin server

and two proxy servers, where a �le in the origin server is last updated at time t

1

, the last update at the

�rst proxy is at t

2

and the last update at the seond proxy is at t

3

, where t

1

> t

2

> t

3

. If a query is

made at t

4

(t

4

> t

1

), and if the response is provided from the main server then the information quality of

the response is highest. If it is provided from the �rst proxy, then the information quality is intermediate

and if it is provided from the seond proxy the information quality is lowest.

Obviously, everyone would like to reeive the highest quality response to their queries. However, there

are bene�ts for the lient as well as the network in introduing this notion of hierarhy in the information

quality. First we disuss the bene�t for the lient. In our example senario with one origin server and

two proxy servers, it is possible that the lient may get the fastest response if it is delivered from the

seond proxy, the seond fastest response if it is delivered from the �rst proxy and the slowest response

if it is delivered from the origin server. There may exist a lear trade o� issue between the quality

of information being provided to the lient and the performane as observed by the lient in terms of

lateny of response. Sometimes the lients may prefer to obtain the fast response to the query over the

most aurate response. If the information retrieval involves a monetary ost, it is most oneivable that

the most aurate information will also be the most expensive beause suh information may have to be

retrieved from the origin server loated far away from the lient. Retrieving ontinuous media objets may

involve the reservation of network bandwidth. The ost of the bandwidth reservation between Phoenix

and Sydney may be onsiderably higher than that of reserving bandwidth between Phoenix and Los

Angeles.

The notion of hierarhy in the information quality has bene�t from the network standpoint also. To

maintain onsisteny of information in one of the urrent shemes (push tehnology), all the proxy ahes

are updated every time there is some hange in the origin server. However, suh a sheme generates

onsiderable amount of network traÆ, speially when the number of proxy servers is fairly large. Our

view of the hierarhial proxy ahe environment is shown in Figure 2. The proxy ahes are divided into

a set of k tiers, numbered 1 through k, tier 1 being nearest to the origin server and tier k the furthest. In

the mobile environment, the k-th tier proxies may be thought of as the base stations for mobile lients.

The number of proxies in eah tier inreases in a geometri series with the number of tiers. In our sheme,

proxies in all the tiers are not updated every time there is some hange in the origin server. If p and q

represent two tiers with 1 � p < q � k, the p-tier proxies are updated more frequently than the q-tier

proxies. In ours sheme, in the example of Figure 2, tier 1 proxies will be updated every t seonds, tier

2 proxies will be updated every 2t seonds, tier 3 proxies will be updated every 3t seonds and so on.

The value of t may be determined by observing the frequeny of hange at the origin server. Suppose

that there are k tiers of proxies, with tier 1 being the nearest and tier k being the furthest from the

origin server. The p-th tier proxies are updated every pt seonds, 1 � p � k. As shown in the �gure, the

number of proxies inreases signi�antly from tier to tier, with fewest proxies near the origin server and

largest number of proxies at the edge of the network, i.e., near the mobile lient. If the number of proxies

inrease in a geometri progression, as shown in the �gure with p proxies in tier 1, p

2

proxies in tier 2, p

k

proxies in tier k, the total number of proxies is (p

k+1

� p))=(p� 1). If all the proxies are updated every t

seonds, the total number of update messages will be (p

k+1

� p)k=(p� 1), during an interval of time kt.

However, following our sheme, if only p-th tier proxies are updated every pt seonds, 1 � p � k, then

the total number of update messages will be k � p+(k� 1) � p

2

+ (k� 2) � p

3

+ : : :+1 � p

k

. Thus, the total

savings in update messages may be quite substantial.
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Tier 1 Proxy Caches

Tier 2 Proxy Caches

Tier 3 Proxy Caches

Origin Server

Mobile Client

Figure 2: Model of Hierarhial Cahe.

5.2 Mobility{Aware Continuous Media Distribution

The distribution of multimedia streams in the mobile environment should be able to adapt to the mobility

of the partiipants in order to provide quality{of{servie approahing those provided by wired infrastru-

ture. The hallenge here lies in intelligently trading{o� wired resoures suh as bandwidth and storage

with quality{of{servie omponents suh as hand{o� jitter and all termination probability. Exploiting

the layered and omponent based enoding of the multimedia objets in this regards will be the fous of

this portion of the researh projet. In the following we outline some of the strategies we will develop

and evaluate to make our multimedia distribution shemes suitable for the mobile environment.

We enhane the mobility{agent based approah developed by Liu and Maguire [17℄ for mobility{aware

dynami database ahing. Similar to [17℄, we will assign mobility agents (an agent here means a dynami

software entity ating on behalf of some other entity) to the base{stations in a region around the urrent

loation (ell) of a mobile lient. Eah mobility agent for a mobile lient is in harge of determining

whih omponents of the multimedia stream it should feth. The purpose of this is to ensure a smooth

hand{o� of the mobile lient to the ell of the mobility agent. Further, it an also selet the number of

enoding layers for an objet within the multimedia stream omponent it should obtain. These deisions

an be based on several fators inluding the urrent loation of the mobile lient, the type of multimedia

servie desired by the mobile lient, the urrent state of the multimedia stream, the probability that the

mobile lient will move to the mobile agent's ell in the near future, and the quality of servie desired by

the mobile lient. For example, a mobility agent loated in the ell in the predited path of the mobile

lient may deide to prefeth all the layers of the omponent following the urrent omponent of the

multimedia stream being viewed by the mobile lient. Whereas, the mobile agent loated in ell just

rossed by the mobile lient may deide to prefeth only the basi layers of the next omponent sine it

is may be unlikely, although not totally improbable, that the mobile lient may turn bak and revisit the

ell it just left. Computation of the probabilities will rely on the known/predited mobility pattern of the

user. Sine the system has to support several suh users, an important issue in using suh an agent based

approah is resoure management of the resoures onsumed by mobility{agents. For example, when

should a mobility{agent be invoked/terminated at a base station and how many and whih mobility

agents should be allowed at any given time to operate at a base station ? Our initial plan is to assoiate

a servie{region with eah mobile{lient and a least{reently used (LRU) ounter with a mobility{agent

similar to the one used in [17℄. The servie{region of a mobile lient is a region of ells and is based on the

urrent loation of the mobile lient as well as its veloity. The servie region is used to determine whih

ells in the neighborhood of the urrent ell of the mobile lient should be assigned mobility{agents. The

LRU ounter is used to determine when to terminate a mobility{agent. Initially, the LRU ounter is zero.

It is inremented periodially. When there is no room for reating a newly assigned mobility{agent to a

base station, one of the existing mobility{agent with greatest LRU ounter is evited. The LRU ounter

is reset whenever its orresponding mobile lient visits the ell of the mobility{agent. The e�etiveness
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of this simple sheme will be evaluated before we deide to develop more omplex shemes.

The above sheme is enhaned to work with the proxy{based distribution disussed in earlier. A

mobility{agent will have to deide from whih level of the proxy hierarhy it should feth/prefeth the

needed multimedia omponent/objet. This will depend on several fators suh as the urrent state of

the network (both wired and wireless), the priority of the omponent/objet to be fethed, and the type

of the multimedia appliation. This implies that when a mobility{agent is reated it is made aware of

the proxy{hierarhy of the multimedia stream being delivered to its mobile lient and it an �nd out

the priority of multimedia objets. Di�erent arhitetural options is explored to develop a sheme whih

minimizes the overhead of mobility{agent based sheme while maximizing its exibility and bene�ts.
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